
These preparation sheets contain a list of subjects which may be relevant to the annual appraisal. 
They also provide suggestions on how to facilitate a constructive talk.

This list is to be seen as a pool of ideas and suggestions for potential areas of discussion, from 
which you may choose freely. The persons involved will decide themselves where the focus of 
their conversation should lie. 

The employee’s job and individual tasks

• What are the particular attributes and requirements of the workplace in question?
• How does the employee cope with these requirements (quality, quantity, if applicable: leadership)?

• Organizing workflows: Any areas of difficulty? Scope for improvement?
• Allocation of tasks: Is redistribution necessary and possible? Can additional tasks be taken on?

• Evaluation of the employee’s work performance, commitment and method of working? 
• Areas in which the employee demonstrates specific strengths?
• Areas with a potential or need for improvement?
• Could the employee’s gender have an influence on this evaluation at all?
• In case the employee acts in a supervisory capacity: How does she/he handle this role with refe-

rence to motivating, delegating, informing, communicating etc.? 
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Work environment

• In what state is the work equipment? Any lack of equipment?
• Are there physical factors which present a hindrance for working (e.g. lighting, noise, furniture, 

location, etc.)?
• Which psychological factors exist? (work-related stress, disputes, any other conflicts)?
• Is the distribution of work fair? For instance, are admin tasks evenly distributed, or does the  

burden lie with only one/a few persons?
• Are there clear arrangements as to who will stand in when the employee is absent? 
• Should working hours be arranged differently?
• What else can be done to increase work satisfaction?

Cooperation

… with colleagues

• How well does daily contact and passing on information work at peer level?
• Is there sufficient support among colleagues?
• Does standing in for each other in case of absences work smoothly?
• What kind of atmosphere exists when dealing with each other?
• Where do conflicts or tensions arise?
• How does the employee cope with such conflicts?
• How does the employee handle in general colleagues and students?
• Is there a desire to change something?

… with the hierarchical senior

• In which situations does the contact work well, which situations present scope for improvement 
(recognition, criticism, handling conflicts etc.)? How could it be improved?

• Does the employee keep the senior informed in such a way that the area of work remains  
adequately under control?

• Assessment of the degree of openness and atmosphere when in contact with each other?
• Which area of cooperation works particularly well? 



Prospects regarding change and development

• Has the employee been placed in accordance with her/his skills or would a change be desirable?
• Does the employee possess skills and knowledge which currently cannot be used?
• Does the employee need specific training(s) in order to meet the requirements of her/his  

workplace more fully?
• Do any ideas exist regarding the employee’s job assignments in the future?
• Which alterations have been planned in respect of the various levels (own job, department,  

institute, etc.)? What effect will this have on assigned tasks, working within the team, as well  
as working with other points of liaison? 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Agreements

• For which changes could/should an agreement be reached?


